
FILLING STATION BUSINESS PLAN IN NIGERIA HOW CAN SLUM

This sample Petrol Station Business Plan in Nigeria can be used for Grant Applications, Bank Loans, Proposal writing,
Business Concept Note, Competitions etc.

To provide quality sales service and products at fair and best possible prices. Some community members were
disappointed that the sq metre school could only safely accommodate around 60 students, despite the large
number of classes in need of new space in Makoko. Basically, your Petrol Filling Station has to be along the
major road so that passing vehicles could easily have access to the facility. They're called "gas stations," but
they normally sell much more than just gasoline. Many times. Omole, F. Who is a Dependent Oil Marketer?
Customer satisfaction. This person must be very reliable and proficient at what he does, must not be a
compromising individual. For the remaining part of this business Plan, including the detailed financial
analysis, call any of our business plan consultants on or or send me an email at dayohub gmail. You will be
riding on the back of your chosen Major Marketer and inherit their customer base within where your business
is located, and as they keep marketing their brand, you keep making business off the popularity. The minimum
quantity of petrol product you can buy from NNPC Depot is one tanker of 30, litre that cost within 2million
Naira. You will be enjoying some high level of logistic support from a well established brand and build your
business off their credibility. It can be located in the rural area as these areas are always neglected by the
major marketers who prefer the urban areas. To provide comfort and economic value to our customers and
partners. We brought to the business: Educational skill and practical experience in the business. After all these
have been done, next is to get your License and Approval, Click Here for the detailed procedures. There are
only three fire service stations in Jimeta, one. In fact, some sell a variety of vehicle energy products, including
diesel. Our staff brings operational, marketing and promotional skills to the business. Security in this country
as you and I know is a total mess. Canopy over you Pumps The shade constructed over petrol station pumps is
called Canopy, it protects the pumps and the petrol attendants against the sun and the rain. It said the original
school had served its purpose as a prototype, had been used intensively and had provided exceptional service
to the lagoon community. Advantages 1. Water safety plan conceptual framework: Implementing WSPs can
lead to many positive Slum types in nigeria: According to Agbola, two types of slum exist in.. Fair and best
possible prices and discount offers. The business will begin its operational plan immediately upon receipt of
funding. Availability of space, operations management, and skilled employees.


